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Featured Application: We present an analytical model, using a queueing theory framework, that
identifies periods of time for air traffic controllers when they can permit the vast majority of
approaching aircrafts to land using Continuous Descent Approach, thereby reducing noise, fuel
consumption, and pollution, while enhancing air transportation sustainability.

Abstract: Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) is the flight technique for aircraft to continuously
descend from cruise altitude with an idle thrust setting and without level-offs, contrary to the
staircase-like Step-down Descent Approach (SDA). Important for air transportation sustainability,
using CDA reduces noise, fuel consumption, and pollution. Nevertheless, CDA has been limited to
low traffic levels at airports, often at night, because it requires more separation distance between
aircraft arrivals and, thus, could decrease throughput. Insufficient attention has been given to helping
air traffic controllers decide when CDA may be used. In this paper, we calculate the probability that
an aircraft arriving during a particular brief period of time (e.g., 15 min) will need to revert to SDA
when the controller tentatively plans to permit CDA for all aircrafts arriving during that time period.
If this probability is low enough, the controller may plan to permit CDA during that time period. We
utilize an analytical approach and queueing theory framework that considers factors such traffic and
weather conditions to estimate the probability. We also provide the number of aircrafts that can be
accommodated within the airport’s stacking space using CDA. This number provides insight into
whether a particular aircraft may use CDA.

Keywords: green transport; continuous descent approach; optimized profile descent; climate change;
terminal maneuvering area; environmental impact; applied queueing theory; air traffic management;
air transportation sustainability

1. Introduction

The air transportation and aviation industry face several challenges due to projected
increases in demand for air travel and freight accompanying limited airspace congestion
and airport capacity. The International Air Transport Association expects 7.2 billion pas-
sengers to travel in 2035, almost doubling the 3.8 billion air travelers in 2016, with the U.S.
as the second-fastest-growing market, after China, with 484 million additional passengers
per year forecasted for a total of 1.1 billion passengers [1]. With increased pressure on
the infrastructure of terminals, runways, airspace around airports, and air traffic control
operations, the industry is struggling to cope with this demand, yet it has to limit the harm
that aircrafts cause to the environment through carbon emissions and noise levels.

With regard to aircraft emissions, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency finalized
its determination that greenhouse gas emissions from certain types of aircraft engines,
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primarily engines used on large commercial jets, contribute to the pollution that causes
climate change and endangers Americans’ health and the environment [2]. Other countries
are taking strict measures to limit emissions from aviation operations at airports by setting
penalties for emissions levels above a specified limit. Under the European Union Emission
and Trading System, all airlines operating in Europe, European and non-European alike,
are required to monitor, report, and verify their emissions and to surrender allowances
against those emissions that exceed certain levels from their flights per year [3]. Aircraft
noise, on the other hand, is the biggest concern for airport officials at 29 of the 50 busiest
U.S. airports [4]. Airports’ support personnel who work in proximity to aircrafts idling on
the ground or taking off and landing may suffer hearing loss. Residents of communities
surrounding airports suffer sleep disorders and interference with speech, both of which
may lead to reduced productivity in learning and work. Furthermore, recent studies
have linked noise to non-auditory health effects, such as hypertension, heart disease, and
stroke [5]. These issues represent critical challenges to air transportation and aviation
industry sustainability, development, and prosperity.

The Continuous Descent Approach (CDA), also known as Optimized Profile Descent
(OPD), is an advanced flight technique for aircrafts to descend continuously from cruising
altitude to the Final Approach Fix (FAF) or touchdown without level-offs and with an idle,
or near idle, thrust setting. Descending using the CDA procedure, an aircraft can stay as
high as possible for a longer time than with a conventional descent, thereby expanding
the vertical distance between the aircraft’s sources of noise and the ground and thus, sig-
nificantly reducing the noise levels for populated areas near airports. Furthermore, by
descending with an idle, or near idle, engine setting, fuel burn is decreased, resulting in the
reduction of fuel consumption and harmful emissions to the environment. A study that con-
ducted flight trials of CDA at Kentucky’s Louisville International Airport using an aircraft
fleet of the United Parcel Service (UPS), an express package delivery company, quantified
the benefits of CDA in terms of fuel savings by 400 lb. to 500 lb. per flight and noise level by
3.9 A-weighted decibels (dBA) [6]. Another study conducted at San Francisco International
Airport estimated a reduction of CO2 emissions of between 700 lb. and 10,000 lb. per flight
with CDA flights [7]. To cut down on aircraft emissions, airplane manufacturer Airbus
recently has been working on unique ways used by birds and emerging concepts like
tandem flying that could reduce fuel burn by up to 10% [8]. When compared with the
widely used Step-down Descent Approach (SDA), in which the arrival aircraft descends in
a step-like fashion, CDA reduces flight time by around two minutes [9]. FedEx, another
express transport and delivery company with one of the largest civil aircraft fleets in the
world, has been using CDA at their World Hub, Memphis International Airport. Their use
of CDA at Memphis reduced flight time by 2.5 min for each flight, and this translated into
cost savings of $105 million based on their field study from 2006 to 2009 [10].

These operational, economical, and environmental benefits from CDA procedures
have made it a cornerstone in some aviation modernization programs at the national
(e.g., FAA’s Next Generation Air Transportation System, “NextGen”), continental (e.g.,
EU’s Single European Sky Air Traffic Management Research, “SESAR”), and international
(e.g., United Nations’ International Civil Aviation Organization, “ICAO”, Continuous
Descent Operations, “CDO”, initiative) levels. Although considered as an effective Noise
Abatement Procedure, CDA is not widely implemented, especially during high density
operations [11,12]. Due to safety considerations [13–15], CDA procedures may require
more separation between aircraft arrivals, which may affect the airport arrival rate and
runway throughput [16,17]. The larger separation spacing for a CDA aircraft is mainly
due to two reasons: the difficulty for air traffic controllers to predict the future position
of an aircraft with significantly variable speed [6] and the inability of the pilot to quickly
decelerate during descent [18]. Although CDA has been proven to be feasible and without
increasing the required spacing between aircraft under light traffic conditions, such as
night-time operations [6], aircrafts flying CDA are most likely to be spaced further apart
under heavy traffic conditions.
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Thus, CDA implementation has been limited to low to moderate traffic levels. During
these low traffic conditions, CDA has been used at more airports. To increase the use
of CDA, several studies in the literature have used various approaches, such as simula-
tion [19], mathematical modeling [15,20], and flight trials [6,14], to quantify CDA’s benefits
and/or suggest solutions to the problem of increasing CDA’s usage at airports through
the analysis of sequencing and merging [21], merging and spacing [18], scheduling and
conflict detection and resolution [16], time and aircraft energy management during de-
scent [22], fuel and flight-path management [23,24], and ground-to-air air traffic network
vulnerability [25]. Other literature has applied quantitative methods to improve aircraft op-
eration [26,27]. However, insufficient attention has been given to developing a quantitative
measure to enable air traffic controllers to make informed decisions on safely accepting
more CDA operations.

The contribution of this work is the development of a model that addresses this gap
in CDA research and that helps air traffic controllers determine brief periods of time (e.g.,
15-min periods) in which the vast majority of arriving flights may land using CDA. These
time periods are based on time of aircraft arrival into the TMA. An aircraft entering the
TMA during one of those time periods may begin its continuous descent upon entering
the TMA while completing its continuous descent during a later time period, in which
then-arriving aircrafts are no longer using CDA. In fact, although the time to descend using
CDA depends on several factors (e.g., aircraft weight), it may be longer than 15 min. Data
from previous authors [28,29] implies the time to descend using CDA may be 20–30 min.

Special attention is dedicated to factors that have a significant impact on CDA imple-
mentation, such as airspace structure around airports, airport arrival rate, and distance re-
quirements for longitudinal separation between approaching aircrafts. Analyzing airspace
structure around an airport offers a systematic way of developing an analytical model that
adequately captures the elements associated with descent and approach procedures.

In particular, we calculate the probability that an aircraft arriving during a particular
brief period of time will need to revert to SDA under the initial modeling assumption
that the controller will permit CDA for all aircraft arrivals during that period. If this
calculated probability is low enough, the controller may be comfortable in planning to
permit CDA for all arriving aircrafts during that time period, and otherwise, they will not
permit any of them to use CDA. Our model utilizes an analytical approach and queueing
theory framework that considers factors such traffic and weather conditions to estimate the
probability. The non-queueing portion of our modelling provides the number of aircrafts
that can be accommodated within the airport’s stacking space when CDA is used for all
aircrafts arriving during the time period. This number provides insight to the controller on
whether to permit a particular aircraft to use CDA during the period when all (or nearly
all) arriving aircrafts will be permitted to descend with CDA (due to the low probability an
aircraft will need to use SDA instead). Through the use of this modeling, it is our hope that
CDA will be used more often and, thus, reduce noise, fuel consumption, harmful emissions
and, thus, provide greener and more sustainable air transportation operations. This paper
should draw attention to the opportunity to systematically increase the use of CDA for
aviation green operations and air transportation sustainability.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the airspace around airports with
respect to the terminal maneuvering area and describes descent and approach operations.
In particular, two approach operations (CDA and SDA) are discussed and compared. In
Section 3, we present the adoptability of CDA and the factors that impact aircraft landing
time; the Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) Aircraft Performance Calculation (APC) is estimated
and validated against actual landing times of flights operated at Nashville International
Airport (BNA). Section 4 presents a background on the queuing theory and the main
assumptions and fundamental components used to develop our model, while Section 5
presents the concept of the probability of an aircraft being denied CDA entry as a key output
of the queuing model. In Section 6, we illustrate the calculation of the model probabilities
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using standard industry data (e.g., separation distance requirements) and actual flight data
from the BNA airport. Finally, Section 7 presents our main findings and conclusions.

2. Preliminaries and Process Description

We begin this section by describing the airspace around airports, then generally
describe aircraft descent and approach operations at airports, and we conclude with a
comparison between the two most-commonly used descent approaches: CDA and SDA.

2.1. Structure of Airspace around Airports

Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA). TMA refers to the designated area of airspace
managed by air traffic control services around major airports that have high volumes
of traffic. Normally, TMA airspace is designed in a cylindrical configuration, including
all altitudes centered around the geographical coordinates of the airport. Geographical
positions that define the boundaries of the TMA, known as entry fixes, are considered
as entry points to the TMA (although each fix includes all altitudes and thus may be
conceptualized as a line), and the arriving aircraft enters the TMA airspace via entry
or arrival fixes. When crossing the TMA boundary over one of these entry fixes, the
responsibility for the separating aircraft will be handed over usually from a controller at
the air traffic control center responsible for separating the en route aircraft (e.g., Air Route
Traffic Control Center “ARTCC”) to a controller at the air traffic control center responsible
for separating the aircraft approaching an airport (e.g., Terminal Radar Approach Control
“TRACON”). A simplified structure of a TMA is illustrated in Figure 1.
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As an arriving aircraft nears an entry fix, the air traffic controller may clear the pilot
for the approach or, depending on traffic congestion and the separation and sequencing
method used, may place the aircraft in a holding pattern. While aircraft separation aims
to have the controller apply and maintain the separation distance requirements between
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aircrafts for safety purposes, aircraft sequencing aims to have the controller organize a
stream of aircrafts to provide an orderly sequence of continuous traffic flow towards the
final approach path. In practice, there are a number of aircraft-sequencing methods for
approach traffic management, but generally, all of them fall under two broad categories:
procedural control (published procedures with altitude change and speed instructions)
and radar vectoring (controller-generated instructions in terms of headings, altitude, and
speeds to optimize traffic flow in order to maximize the number of aircrafts with the least
average delay). Today, radar vectoring is one of the main methods to achieve efficient
sequencing for aircrafts flying towards the final approach path.

Once an aircraft has been cleared by the controller to approach the airport or to
leave a holding pattern, the aircraft approaches the merging fix. However, as the aircraft
approaches the merging fix, it flies in the stacking space, the space that the controllers use
from the available terminal airspace to stack arriving aircrafts, that is, orderly align aircraft
arrivals for approach. In the stacking space, the controller manages air traffic and enhances
airspace capacity by stacking arriving aircrafts using techniques such as minimal speed
adjustments and path-stretching. This efficient management of air traffic flow enables the
controller to bring together aircrafts that have crossed entry fixes from different directions
to be stacked and merged at the merging fix. For instance, an aircraft may enter the TMA
through one of about 12 entry fixes and then proceed to one of about four merger fixes as
they get closer to the airport. The merging fix provides a transition for arriving aircrafts
from the stacking space to approach, as it connects traffic from different directions into one
merger fix to create one stream of aircraft arrivals to follow a standard published arrival
procedure. This way, arrivals from several directions can be accommodated, and traffic
flow is efficiently managed within a congested airspace. To safely merge arriving aircrafts,
the controller synchronizes aircrafts based on joining window time on the air route leading
to the merging fix considering sufficient spacing for other aircrafts to fit into the air traffic
stream and while maintaining, at least, the minimum required separation between aircrafts.

2.2. Description of the Aircraft Descent and Approach Process at Airports

In this subsection, we first describe the aircraft descent operations. Then, we present
SDA and finally introduce CDA and compare it with SDA.

2.2.1. Descent and Approach Operations

Aircraft descent could be initiated to attain an optimal profile from the cruise altitude
all the way down to landing to minimize fuel burn, emissions, and noise exposure. How-
ever, due to Air Traffic Control (ATC) restrictions and aircraft performance limitations,
an optimal descent profile may not be attained all the time. For an aircraft operating at
typical cruise altitudes, descent will normally initiate at 100 to 130 nautical miles (nmi)
from the destination airport. This distance varies primarily due to ATC service restrictions,
aircrafts’ equipment and performance capabilities, and weather conditions. The controller
may issue crossing restrictions during the descent, as part of a Standard Terminal Arrival
Route (STAR) or as a requirement for traffic sequencing. These crossing restrictions are
generally issued to the cockpit crew in terms of altitude over a fix, and they may include a
speed restriction as well [30].

A stabilized descent requires minimum control adjustments by the pilot in maintaining
the planned descent path; more specifically, excessive corrections or control inputs indicate
that the descent was improperly planned. Thus, planning the descent from cruise altitude
is important because descending early results in more of the flight at a low altitude with
increased fuel consumption and noise impacts, and starting the descent late results in
problems with controlling both airspeed and descent rates later in the approach phase.

Prior to flight, pilots need to compute the fuel, time, and distance required to descend
from the cruising altitude to the approach gate (an imaginary point used by the controller
to provide headings (i.e., vectoring) for aircraft arrivals to the final approach course), with
the objective of determining the most economical distance from the airport to begin descent.
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This distance is referred to as the Top of Descent (TOD) point. The computations for the
TOD point could be done manually prior to flight or automatically during flight using the
Flight Management System (FMS). Conversely, in flight prior to the descent, pilots plan
the descent from cruise by reviewing and verifying landing weather to include winds in
their consideration, since tempestuous weather at the landing airport can cause slower
descents. Furthermore, pilots need to know the cruise altitude and approach gate altitude
(otherwise known as the initial approach fix (IAF) altitude), descent rate, and ground speed
during descent.

Based on aircraft performance, approach constraints, aircraft weight, and weather data
(such as winds, temperature, and icing conditions), the vertical component of the flight
plan, which referred to as the Vertical Navigation (VNAV), is computed. Usually, the VNAV
approach is computed from the TOD point down to the waypoint at which the descent ends,
which is generally the runway or the Missed Approach Point. There are only two types of
VNAV paths that the FMS uses: the performance path or geometric path. The performance
VNAV path is computed using an idle or near-idle thrust from the TOD point to the first
constrained waypoint, which is constrained by speed and/or altitude and represents a
typical CDA. The geometric VNAV path is computed from point-to-point between two
constrained waypoints or when a vertical angle is assigned, which may represent a typical
SDA, as it is shallower than the performance VNAV path and is typically using a non-idle
thrust. Detailed descriptions of SDA and CDA are presented in the following subsections.

2.2.2. Step-Down Descent Approach (SDA)

In air navigation, if the aircraft flies under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), which
represents a set of rules governing the navigation of aircraft using instruments, then the
instrument approach procedures (IAP) must be followed. The IAP consists of four approach
segments along the aircraft flight path, namely the initial, intermediate, and final approach
and, as a backup plan to use if needed, a segment for a missed approach. Typically, the
initial approach segment starts at the en route (i.e., cruise) altitude from an IAF and ends
when the aircraft joins the intermediate approach segment, where the later ends at the final
approach fix (FAF).

SDA is the conventional arrival procedure that pilots and air traffic controllers have
been accustomed to for many years. In SDA, an aircraft begins its initial descent at the
TOD point and continues descending gradually in a series of steps along the descent path.
This step-down descent occurs because the aircraft descends over a stair-like path from
the current altitude to a new altitude, due to the controller instructions and/or airspace
constraints. During the SDA, the aircraft gradually levels-off by transitioning from the
initial to the intermediate to the final approach segments through predefined fixes that
indicate the start and end of each approach segment. To fly from the fix that marks the end
of the previous approach segment to the fix that marks the subsequent one, the aircraft
must increase speed by employing thrust to maintain altitude [31]. Figure 2 illustrates the
SDA profile and the approach segments of the IAP.

SDA also requires communication between the pilot and controller to inform and
authorize air movement, which means more workload on both the aircrew and controller
during a critical phase of flight that requires situational awareness and additional con-
centration. Once an aircraft has reached the fix or waypoint that marks the end of the
previous approach segment and marks the subsequent one at the new altitude assigned
by the controller, the pilot needs to utilize engine thrust to maintain altitude and prepare
for further instructions from the controller with respect to approach. Air traffic may be
expedited during periods of high demand at airports when using SDA through radar
vectoring; however, the utilization of engine power increases fuel burn, which, in turn,
increases emissions and noise levels at lower altitudes [31].
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2.2.3. Comparison between CDA and SDA

In this subsection, we provide a comparison between CDA and SDA from an opera-
tional perspective.

Considering aircraft approach speed, if a pair of aircrafts are approaching an airport for
landing heading for the same runway, both aircraft approach speeds may not be the same
when CDA is used, even with the same aircraft type. This is due to the fact that during
descent, pilots make efforts to stabilize their approaches by controlling and balancing
several parameters such as rate of descent, approach speed, thrust, and the aircraft’s
attitude. With CDA, landing is conducted with idle thrust as the aircraft approach speed
decreases just before touchdown [32]. With SDA, the pilot utilizes thrust and adjusts speed
more frequently along the descent path, and the aircraft approach speed increases just
before touchdown. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 3 below. Table 1 highlights
some of the differences between CDA and SDA operations.
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Table 1. Summary of the Differences between CDA and SDA.

Comparison Criteria CDA SDA

Operational Benefits
Reduces noise, emissions, and
flight time and improves fuel

efficiency.

May expedite air traffic during
high volumes of arrivals.

Facilitation

Tactical radar vectoring,
published arrival procedures
(STAR), or a combination of

these.

Subject to standard radar
vectors with speed and altitude

control.

Approach Type Based on
Vertical Navigation

Performance path computed by
the FMS using idle or near-idle
thrust from the TOD point to

the first waypoint.

Geometric path computed by
the FMS between two

constrained waypoints.

Sequencing and
Separation of Air Traffic

Requires more spacing between
aircrafts during radar vectoring
and early sequencing that may
require advanced sequencing

tools.

Follows separation minima
standards based on the

sequencing method.

Impact on Airport
Capacity May reduce airport capacity. No reduction in

airport capacity

Descent Initiation
The pilot initiates descent from
a TOD point that is as close to

the airport as possible.

Normally, the pilot initiates
descent from the TOD point at
cruise altitude further from the

airport than with CDA.

Aircraft Performance:
Airspeed

Smooth speed profile, although
the pilot may occasionally

adjust speed at the controller’s
request to account or to balance

the rate of descent.

Fluctuating speed profile as the
pilot decelerates before level-off

and accelerates to resume
descent from a level.

3. CDA Adoptability and Aircraft Descent Times

This section introduces the factors that influence our model and then estimates and
validates the time aircrafts take to land under CDA and SDA operations. The estimation
and validation are essential for developing our model. In our model, we assume that during
a given brief period of time, say 15 min or 30 min, for example, the air traffic controller
will enable all arriving aircrafts to use CDA or not permit any aircrafts to use CDA. This
assumption simplifies the controller’s duties and avoids the complexity associated with
a significant number of aircrafts within the TMA using CDA and a significant number
using SDA. That being said, it remains possible for the controller to plan on permitting
all aircrafts arriving in the brief period of time to use CDA, if suggested by the model,
and yet on a case-by-case basis, decide whether to deny CDA for a particular aircraft. The
case-by-case basis analysis is beyond the scope of our queueing model, but it is considered
by the maximum number of aircrafts that may reside in the stacking space at any given
time, as we determine much further below.

3.1. Factors Impacting CDA Adoptability and Aircraft Descent Time

Before we present the details of our model [33], we briefly discuss the concept of
acceptance, and rejection, in the context of landing operations at an airport and, particularly,
with CDA operations. In general, our queueing model assumes that at a given airport, the
air traffic controller will either accept all CDA requests from aircraft arrivals to approach
and land using CDA over a specified brief time period, say 15 min, or reject them all.
Before the queueing model details are calculated, we first calculate the CDA Adoptability
Factor (CDA_AF). This factor is a function of λss, the average arrival rate of the aircraft
that requests CDA at an airport (which our model assumes is all the aircrafts arriving at
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the TMA’s stacking space due to the advantages of continuous descent), and AAR, the
Airport Arrival Rate, which is defined as the dynamic parameter that specifies the number
of arriving aircrafts that an airport can accept during any consecutive 15-min period of
time [34]. As shown from the equation below, CDA_AF represents the ratio of λss to AAR:

CDA_AF =
λss

AAR
(1)

If the value of CDA_AF during the brief time period is high (e.g., over 100%), then
there is no need to continue the analysis. It is obvious in that case that CDA will not be
permitted during that time period. Conversely, if the value of CDA_AF is low (e.g., under
10%), then it is obvious that CDA will be permitted during the time period. The queueing
calculations are performed only for those periods of time when the value of CDA_AF does
not make it obvious whether or not CDA should be permitted during the time period.

Factors Impacting CDA Adoptability and Aircraft Descent Times

There are a number of factors that could impact the nature of aircraft arrivals at
airports. Such factors could be operational, meteorological, planning, technological, or
related to airspace structure and procedures design. We discussed some of these factors in
Section 2 and discuss others briefly in the following subsections. Technology factors (e.g.,
the level of Air Traffic Management automation at an airport) are beyond the scope of this
work. Other factors, however, such as traffic at neighboring airports and wind speed and
direction, can be managed by reducing aircraft stacking space and increasing the minimum
separation distance between aircrafts.

The Airport Arrival Rate (AAR) states the hourly capacity of airplane arrivals at an
airport, and thus, it is critical to our model.

The aircraft fleet mix, or more generally fleet mix, refers to the ratio of various aircraft
types that, based on wake turbulence categories, make up the total arrival traffic that
operates at an airport. Fleet mix is essential in airport planning to determine the likely
average landing speed and separation requirements on final approach, which are important
factors that affect the AAR and, in turn, our model. Generally speaking, and from the
perspective of runway capacity, which is defined as the expected number of landings that
can be performed per hour on a runway, a relatively homogenous fleet mix, consisting of
two dominant aircraft classes, is more favorable than a heterogeneous fleet mix.

The aircrafts’ separation requirements determine the maximum number of aircrafts
that can navigate each part of the airspace or can use a runway system per unit of time. The
separation requirements for an aircraft landing on the same runway specify the minimum
separation in longitudinal distance, or time, that must always be maintained between two
aircrafts operating consecutively on the runway. These requirements are also specified
for every possible pair of classes and every possible sequence of movements [35]. Table 2
exhibits the ICAO’s minimum wake turbulence separation standards [36], and apparently,
the larger the separation required, the lower the AAR. Furthermore, the more heterogeneous
the fleet mix at an airport, the more influence there will be on AAR and our model. These
separation distances are based upon SDA being used. If CDA is used, then the minimum
separation distances are the same when the leading and trailing aircrafts are from the same
weight turbulence category but longer than with SDA when the aircraft weight classes differ.
Furthermore, the air traffic controller will be inclined to use longer minimum separation
distances with CDA because of the greater challenge of controlling aircrafts using CDA.
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Table 2. ICAO Minimum Wake Turbulence Separation Standards.

Trailing Aircraft

Leading
Aircraft

Separation in Distance (nmi) Separation in Time (s)

Heavy Medium Light Heavy Medium Light

Heavy 4 5 6 105 131 158
Medium 3 4 79 105

Light 3 79

Among the usually considered weather conditions at airports, such as cloud ceiling
and visibility, wind speed and direction are the most influential conditions on ATM oper-
ations in general and on approach operations, in particular. The two components of the
wind, headwinds and tailwinds, have a significant impact on AAR. In fact, wind speed and
direction dictate the availability and orientation of runways at any given time. Adverse
wind conditions can reduce AAR due to the increased complexity of merging arrival traffic
streams and separating aircrafts as they descend and change heading under intense or
varying winds. Specifically, winds aloft may result in a phenomenon called compression, in
which the separation between pairs of arriving aircrafts decreases rapidly as they descend
to the final approach [37]. The results from applying our model indicate it captures the
effect of wind speed.

In general, airport and airspace constraints refer to limitations that hinder airport
capacity by creating difficulties for arrival aircrafts, largely due to airspace consideration.
Often, such constraints are contingent on the original airspace design, which gradually
became less efficient due to increasing demand and fluctuating traffic patterns, or airspace
redesign, which necessitates consideration of nearby restricted airspace. On the other hand,
a restricted airspace, which is an area of airspace typically used by military operations,
could be close to an airport and would impose a specific airspace design that affects
the pattern of the arriving aircraft. Other airspace constraints include the topographical
nature and terrain (e.g., an airport close to a mountainous terrain). Airspace constraints,
collectively as a single factor, are beyond the scope of this work. While estimating the effect
of this factor is beyond the scope of this work, our model’s behavior reflects its ability to
capture such effect.

Growth in air traffic at airports within close geographical proximity likely will create
congestion, especially if these airports are in a large, busy metropolitan area. The impact
of air traffic at neighboring airports comes from systems of airports commonly referred
to as metroplexes. Operationally, air traffic that flows into and out of airports within a
metroplex airport system needs to be coordinated between airports in such systems to
maintain efficient air traffic and individual airports’ throughput, while contributing little (if
any) impact to the AAR of an airport over another in such a system [38,39] and, therefore,
limiting or even preventing the use of our model. The FAA is having ongoing efforts
to accommodate CDAs within metroplexes, with plans to deploy during a later phase
of NextGen.

3.2. Estimation of Aircraft Descent Time

In this section, we estimate the time an aircraft takes to descend, starting from the TOD
point at cruise altitude down to the runway, under CDA and SDA operations, using version
3.11 of Base of Aircraft Data’s (BADA) Aircraft Performance Model (APM) [40]. Estimating
aircraft descent time under the two distinct approach operations is a fundamental step
towards developing our model.

BADA is an APM developed and maintained by the European Organization for the
Safety of Air Navigation, commonly known as EUROCONTROL, through active coopera-
tion with aircraft manufacturers and operating airlines. To estimate aircraft landing time at
airports using BADA, we used BADA’s web-based Calculation Tool, the Aircraft Perfor-
mance Calculation (APC), to calculate aircraft performance for the descent phase of flight.
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Essentially, BADA’s application software provides access to an online implementation of
BADA APM, which consists of a database of aircraft operational performance files and
formulas derived from the Total-Energy Model that EUROCONTROL relied on to model
aircraft performance in categories such as aircraft, aerodynamics (e.g., drag), and engine
thrust [41], as follows:

3.2.1. Aircraft Velocity and Lift Model

For a straight-and-level flight at cruise altitude, the aircraft speed (velocity) is given by

VTAS = aoMcruise

√
T
To

(2)

where VTAS is aircraft’s true airspeed (TAS) in nautical miles per hour (knots), ao is the
speed of sound at sea level in knots, Mcruise is the aircraft’s Mach number at cruise altitude,
and T and To are the temperatures at cruise altitude and at sea level, respectively. The lift
coefficient, CL, can be calculated using the classical formula for the lift force, L:

L = CL
1
2

ρV2S (3)

where ρ is the density of air in kilograms per meter cubic, V is the aircraft speed in meters
per second, and S is the aircraft’s wing area in square meters.

In cruise flight, the lift force, L, in Newtons, may be assumed to be equal to the aircraft’s
weight in kilograms, m. Combining this relationship with Equation (3) and rearranging
terms results in

CL =
2mg
ρV2S

(4)

where g is the acceleration due to the earth’s gravity. Assuming a no-wind scenario and
that the flight path’s angle in degrees is γ, then the relationship between ground speed and
true airspeed is given by

Vground = VTAS·cosγ (5)

3.2.2. Drag Model

Drag is the aerodynamic force acting on an aircraft body in terms of air resistance
to aircraft motion through air. Similarly, to the lift force, the aerodynamic drag, D, is the
product of the dynamic pressure and drag coefficient, as follows:

D = CD
1
2

ρV2S (6)

The drag coefficient is given by the sum of zero-lift, CDo, and induced drag, CDi,
coefficients, where the latter is a quadratic function of the lift coefficient, as follows:

CD = CDo + CDiC2
L (7)

Typically, CDo and CDi are functions of the aerodynamic configuration of the aircraft
flight phase. Generally, drag coefficients are functions of the aircraft’s Mach number and
the Reynolds number (Re = ρVL/µ, where µ is the absolute viscosity coefficient of air). For
each aerodynamic configuration, BADA models these coefficients as constants to provide
computations for altitude and speed profile thresholds at pre-determined flight phases (i.e.,
takeoff, initial climb, clean, approach, and landing).
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3.2.3. Thrust Model

BADA uses a general formula to calculate the maximum climb thrust, Thrmax,climb,
at a standard atmosphere for three different types of engines: jet, turboprop, and piston
engines. For jet engines, the general equation is given as

Thrmax,climb = CTc,1 ×
(

1 −
Hp

CTc,2
+ CTc,3 × H2

p

)
(8)

Since BADA uses this maximum climb thrust for both take-off and climb phases,
the descent thrust is then calculated from the maximum climb thrust using adjustment
coefficients for cruise, approach, and landing configurations [41], respectively, as follows:

Thrdes,low = CTdes,low × Thrmax,climb (9)

Thrdes,app = CTdes,app × Thrmax,climb (10)

Thrdes,ld = CTdes,ld × Thrmax,climb (11)

where CTc,1, CTc,2, CTc,3, CTdes,low, CTdes,app, and CTdes,ld are aircraft-specific coefficients, and
Hp is the geo-potential pressure altitude, in feet. The rate, in feet per minute, at which
an aircraft’s altitude changes with respect to time when descending and approaching the
runway for landing is the Rate of Descent (ROD). ROD is given by

ROD =
dh
dt

=
(Thrdes − D)VTAS

mg
− V

g
dV
dt

(12)

where dV/dt is the aircraft’s vertical speed, in feet of descent per minute. Given that the
typical target of a flight path is about 3 degrees, the flight path angle, γ, in degrees for a
3-degrees flight over the descent path is

γ = sin−1(
ROD
Vapp

) (13)

where Vapp is the aircraft approach speed, in knots. The distance, in nautical miles, that the
aircraft covers over the descent path is given as follows:

Distance =
(∆h ÷ 100)

γ
(14)

where ∆h is the difference between the altitude that the aircraft is currently flying at and
the altitude that the aircraft will descend to, in feet. Finally, the time, in minutes, that the
aircraft takes to descend and land can be estimated by dividing the difference in altitude,
in feet, by the rate of descent, in feet per minute, as follows:

Aircraft Landing Time =
∆h

ROD
(15)

3.3. Evaluation of Aircraft Estimated Descent Time

To evaluate the calculations outputs of BADA APM, Figure 4 shows a comparison
between the estimated landing times computed by BADA APC and actual landing times
for an aircraft with CDA operated at Nashville International Airport (BNA) on 17 June 2015.
There is a slight variation observed across the compared values between the estimated
landing times and actual landing times. For example, with a CRJ9 aircraft that has estimated
and actual landing times of 38 min and 27 min, respectively, there is an error of almost 29%,
while for a CRJ7 aircraft with estimated and actual landing times of 20 min and 19 min,
respectively, there is an error of 5.3%. On average, BADA APC have estimated the landing
time for an aircraft with CDA operations to be 20 min. When compared with the actual
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average landing time for an aircraft with CDA at BNA airport, which is 21 min, an error of
4.7% was generated from this estimation.
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Similarly, Figure 5 shows a comparison between the estimated landing times computed
by BADA APM, using BADA APC, and actual landing times for an aircraft with SDA
operated at BNA. It shows that for a B737 aircraft with estimated and actual landing times
of 32 min and 36 min, respectively, BADA APC produced an error of about 11%, with an
error of about 8% for an E135 aircraft with estimated and actual landing times of 39 min
and 36 min, respectively. However, there are SDA instances where BADA APC was able
to match the estimated landing time with the actual landing time, such as with the MD88
aircraft, or provide close to a match, such as with the FA50 aircraft. On average, BADA
APC have estimated the landing time for an aircraft with SDA operations to be 21.7 min.
When compared with the actual average landing time for an aircraft with SDA at BNA
airport, which is 24 min, an error of 9.6% results from this estimation.
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4. Model Development
4.1. Background on Queueing Theory

In this subsection, we briefly discuss the fundamentals of queueing theory. Queues,
or waiting lines, are common in people’s daily lives. Queueing theory is the field of study
within operations research (OR) that concerns the study of queueing models to represent
the different types of queueing systems (systems that involve some sort of queue) that
appear in real-world applications. Thus, these queueing models are helpful for determining
how to operate a queuing system [42].

The basic process of most queueing models is that customers requiring service are
generated over time by an input source (also known as a calling population). The arrival
pattern by which customers are generated from the input source is statistically defined to
accommodate the randomness of the customer arrival pattern. A common assumption is
that customers arrive according to a Poisson process, that is, customers arrive at random
but at a fixed mean rate, or equivalently, the time between consecutive customer arrivals,
that is, interarrival time, follows an exponential distribution. These customers enter the
queueing system and form a queue to wait for the required service.

Queues could be infinite or finite according to the maximum permissible number of
customers that they can contain. At certain times, a customer is selected from the queue
for service according to some defined rule referred to as the queue discipline (usually
first-come-first-serve, shortly known as FCFS, or some priority-based rule). The service is
then provided to the selected customer by a service mechanism that may consist of one
or more service facilities, each of which contains one or more servers. The time elapsed
from the commencement to the completion of service for a customer is referred to as the
service time. Collectively, characteristics of queueing systems include arrival patterns of
customers, service patterns of server(s), the number of servers, system capacity, queuing
discipline, and the number of service stages, if more than one service stage exists [43].

A convenient notation for summarizing the basic characteristics of the queueing
systems was developed by D. G. Kendall and is known in the literature as the Kendall
notation. It follows the notation of (a/b/c), where a = customer arrivals distribution,
b = service time distribution, and c = number of servers [44]. For instance, the queuing
model (M/D/5) uses Markovian (or Poisson) arrivals (or equivalently, exponential interar-
rival time distribution), deterministic (constant) service time, and five parallel servers.

Generally, there are three basic measures of performance for queuing systems: the
waiting time that a typical customer endures, the number of customers that may accumulate
in the queue or system, and the idle time of the servers. Since most queuing systems follow
random processes (i.e., stochastic processes), these measures are represented as random
variables, and thus, their probability distributions need to be defined. Depending on if the
main objective of modeling a queuing system is whether to determine some measure of
effectiveness for a given process or to design the optimal system based on some defined
criterion, the measures of performance could include the expected number of customers
in the system, expected number of customers in the queue, expected waiting time in the
system, expected waiting time in the queue, and expected number of busy servers.

Beyond the previously mentioned measures of performance, there is a measure of
performance of particular interest that indicates the percentage of time the service facility
within the queuing system is being utilized. This measure of performance represents the
traffic intensity or utilization factor, which is the expected arrival rate of the customers
to the queuing system, divided by the expected service rate, assuming one server in the
service facility. If more than one server is available, then the number of servers must be
multiplied by the expected service time. The utilization factor is an important performance
measure of the queuing system.

4.2. Adopting Queueing Theory to Our Model

In this section, we introduce the fundamental parameters and essential conceptual
elements for developing our model. In our model, aircrafts arriving at the TMA are viewed
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as customers of a queuing system. The aircraft within the stacking space are modeled as
the customers waiting for the service and being served. Aircrafts leaving the queueing
system are viewed as customers completing service at a single server.

4.2.1. Assumptions and Parameters of the Model

1. The space available for stacking aircraft arrivals in the TMA is considered as the
maximum number of aircrafts (customers) that are permitted in the queue, and

2. the longitudinal separation distance between aircrafts conducting CDA are greater
than the distance between aircrafts not conducting CDA

Our model assumes that the number of aircraft arrivals over the period of time con-
sidered follows the Poisson probability distribution. This distribution has high variability
and, thus, is likely to lead to the model results being conservative. Moreover, the fleet
mix is assumed to be homogeneous, that is, dominated by two aircraft wake turbulence
classes. The following parameters represent the fundamental components of our model:
the space available to stack aircraft arrivals, the minimum allowable horizontal separation
distance between a pair of consecutive same-weight-class aircraft arrivals, and the number
of aircrafts that can be stacked for the approach. Figure 6 illustrates these components in
our model. In this regard, while stacking space can be viewed as three dimensional, we
model it as one dimensional, reflecting the longitudinal separation of stacked aircrafts as if
the aircrafts within the space are all positioned in a single line.
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4.2.2. Capacity of the Stacking Space for Aircraft Arrivals

To maximize airport capacity, especially during periods of high demand, the controller
longitudinally aligns and separates approaching aircrafts (i.e., positions arriving aircrafts
in the queue) for landing on the same runway in a predetermined airspace, according to a
predefined requirement for minimum separation between aircrafts that typically operates
under IFR [36].

Optimal spacing refers to the efficient implementation of separation requirements by
the controller, such that spacing delivers seamless and efficient air traffic control services
while maintaining safety. As the controller often emphasizes sequencing (ordering of
aircrafts approaching based on their sizes), this should not be the case with CDA operations.
During CDA operations, the optimal spacing between aircrafts is more important than
optimal sequencing [45]. Thus, we principally assume that the separation distance (mapped
as the horizontal distance in Figure 6) between two, same-weight-class, consecutively
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arriving aircrafts conducting CDA is greater than when these two consecutive arriving
aircrafts are conducting SDA, thus

dCDA > dSDA (16)

where:
dCDA = minimum separation distance between aircrafts conducting CDA; and
dSDA = minimum separation distance between aircrafts conducting SDA.
Assuming that the space available to stack aircraft arrivals (i.e., the maximum number

of aircrafts in the queuing system) at an airport is Sp, and the minimum allowable horizontal
separation distance between a pair of same-weight-class aircraft arrivals is d, then the
number of aircrafts stacked for approach, k, must fit safely within the allowable stack space,
as follows:

k ≤
Sp

d
(17)

The largest integer value of k that satisfies Equation (17) is a key output of our modeling.
When CDA is used, that largest integer value of k is the maximum number of aircrafts that
can fit within the stacking space under the CDA assumption. The air traffic controller may
be able to compare this largest integer with the number of CDA aircrafts presently in the
tracking space to ascertain whether there is available stacking space to permit the next
arriving aircraft to use CDA or not.

Assuming that the aircraft approach speed, measured in knots, on average, is Vapp
and that the distance the aircraft covers during descent from the TOD point to touchdown,
measured in nautical miles, is ddes, then the average descent time, tdes, could be estimated as

tdes =
ddes
Vapp

(18)

We assume that an airport’s nominal capacity, AAR, is sufficiently large to handle all
aircrafts that can fit safely within the stacking space. Therefore, when implementing CDA,
this assumption is represented as follows:

AAR × tdes ≥ k (19)

Essentially, stacking space is a contained airspace with predefined boundaries based
on traffic and/or obstacles limitations with the purpose to stack aircraft arrivals up to
a certain capacity. As the separation distance between aircrafts increases, the stacking
space capacity, in terms of the number of aircrafts that could be stacked, k, will decrease.
Moreover, as the airport arrival rate increases, typically during periods of high demand
when many airport staff are working and the airport operates at near capacity, stacking
space capacity may decrease as well. This is due to the high level of traffic causing stress
and cognitive pressures on the air traffic controllers who, thus, may decide to increase the
minimum separation distance between aircrafts as a safety buffer to reduce stress and the
possibility of a safety error.

Furthermore, we assume that almost all aircraft arrivals at the airport are expected
to successfully land on a runway, regardless of their descent profile type. To attain this
operationally, the runway, as a critical element in ATM and airports operations, is assumed
to have an arrival capacity that is at least as large as the AAR. The maximum runway arrival
hourly capacity is calculated by dividing the average aircraft ground speed, GS, in knots,
crossing the runway threshold by the longitudinal separation distance, d, in nautical miles,
required between successive arrivals, as follows:

RwyCap =
GS
d

(20)
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Observe above that the stacking space capacity, k, was determined above based on the
minimum allowable separation distances between a pair of aircrafts of a similar weight
class. Thus, the value of k represents a bound on the capacity of aircrafts that may safely
fit within the stacking space. Consequently, an upper bound of k should be determined
based on the worst-case sequencing of aircrafts within the stacking space. That worst case
can be determined by assuming a sequence in which the lightest aircraft scheduled to land
that day is followed by the heaviest aircraft scheduled that day followed by the lightest
aircraft scheduled and so forth. Following these calculations, the air traffic controller may
be provided with the lower and upper bounds of the stacking space capacity under the
assumption that all aircrafts arriving during that time period use CDA. When a particular
aircraft arrives during the period, the controller may compare the number of aircrafts
presently in the system versus the lower and upper bounds. If the number in the system is
less than the lower bound, then that is a favorable indicator that the arriving aircraft may
be admitted using CDA. If the number is above the upper bound, then that indicates that
CDA should be denied. If the number of aircrafts within the stack is as much as the lower
bound or greater and yet below the upper bound, then the controller will need to consider
other factors in reaching a decision on whether CDA is safe for that arriving aircraft. Even
if the number in the system is below the lower bound, those other factors may need to be
considered by the controller to ensure there is sufficient separation distance between the
arriving aircraft and the aircraft it follows most closely within the stacking space. Providing
the controller with lower and upper bounds on stacking space is an optional tactic. Doing
so depends on whether it would be too much additional information for the, often busy,
controller to absorb.

5. The Applied Queueing Model

In this section, we present our model and its key output, the Probability of CDA
Blocking, and by blocking, we mean that an aircraft would be denied conducting CDA by
the controller. Therefore, the probability of CDA blocking is the probability that (assuming
all aircrafts arriving during the brief period of time considered (e.g., 15 min) are assumed
to use CDA) an aircraft would need to revert to SDA even though the initial plan was
for all aircrafts arriving in that time period to use CDA. However, we first discuss how
the concept of traffic intensity, which is borrowed from the queuing theory, applies in the
context of our model.

5.1. Traffic Intensity

Queuing theory presents a key parameter known as the traffic intensity, also referred
to as the utilization factor, which is denoted by the Greek letter ρss (“rho”), which is defined
here as the average hourly demand rate of the stacking space divided by the average hourly
capacity (or service) of the stacking space. If the average demand rate (the rate at which
aircrafts arrive at the stacking space, i.e., the aircraft arrival rate) is denoted by λss and
the average service rate is denoted by µss, then the utilization of airspace factor, ρss, for the
stacking space within the TMA is as follows:

ρss =
λss

µss
(21)

where the demand rate is expressed in terms of the number of aircrafts that arrive per hour
at the stacking space, and service rate is expressed in terms of the number aircrafts per
hour that may enter the stacking space. The value of the service rate, µss, is conceptually
equivalent to the airport arrival rate (AAR). However, because λss is expressed in our
examples per 15-min time period, the value of the service rate, µss, represents the number
of aircrafts that can be processed (served) per 15-min time period, and thus, it is one fourth
of the value of AAR. The symbol µss is typically used in publications on queueing theory,
while AAR is commonly used in air traffic management. Observe that the service rate,
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µss, will be lower when CDA is assumed than when SDA is assumed due to the longer
separation distances required between aircrafts using CDA.

5.2. Probability of Aircraft Blocking

In a queueing system of finite capacity, the probability of “blocking” is the probability
that an arriving customer arriving at the queue finds it full and thus exits this system.
In our context where aircrafts are the customers, the interpretation of the probability of
blocking depends on whether CDA or SDA is assumed for all aircrafts during the brief time
period being analyzed. If CDA is assumed for the time period, then a full queue suggests
that CDA may not be used, and thus, SDA will be used instead. If SDA is assumed for the
time period, then a full queue suggests that the aircraft will enter a holding pattern until the
queue has available space to accommodate it. The probability of blocking is the percentage
of time an aircraft’s request to embark on CDA (or SDA) is denied principally due to safety
and because the stacking space within the TMA is busy and congested. This probability
is denoted by Pk and could be specified for an airport and its TMA to define a threshold
beyond which CDA is unsafe to implement, or in the case of SDA, it is the probability that
an aircraft will need to enter a holding pattern. Since the approach operations would be
limited to the two profiles, namely CDA and SDA, then Pk should be determined for these
two approach profiles. Theoretically, Pk is expressed based on the M/M/1/k queuing model,
in which the arrival process is Poisson with rate λs and the service process is Poisson with
rate µs, a single server (that is, the stacking space), and finite system capacity at k aircraft,
as follows:

Pk =
1 − ρss

1 − ρssk+1 ρss
k (22)

Because the Markov (Poisson) process distribution has high variability and is assumed
for both arrivals and service, the resulting probability is likely to be higher than the value
experienced in practice, and thus, the Markov assumption may be viewed as conservative.

6. Numerical Results to Illustrate the Model

This section illustrates the application of our model through the use of industry
standard data (e.g., minimum separation distance rules) and a stream of aircrafts arriving
for landing at a mid-sized international airport during an afternoon level of demand.
In particular, we used actual flight data from flights operated at Nashville International
Airport (BNA) from 1200 to 1759 local time, on 17 June 2015.

Using BNA flight data and standard industry data, we calculated the probability of
blocking for each type of descent profile, namely, CDA and SDA. These probabilities are
denoted as PkCDA and PkSDA. PkCDA is the probability of blocking if all the aircrafts in the
stacking space will conduct CDA, and PkSDA is defined as the probability of blocking if
all the aircrafts in the stacking space will conduct SDA. As previously mentioned, the
probability of blocking is the percentage of time an aircraft request to embark on CDA
is denied for safety considerations and due to the stacking space being congested and
busy and similarly the faction of time an aircraft landing with SDA would need to enter a
holding pattern.

The relevant parameters in building the model are described as follows. The rate
of aircrafts arriving per time period, λss, is determined based upon the actual number of
arrivals at BNA within each of the 24 15-min time periods analyzed. The stacking space, Sp,
was estimated by visually examining the data and assuming its value as a constant value
throughout the six hours. The wind speed, Ws, is the average value at BNA during each
time period. The aircraft approach speed, Vapp, is determined based on averages, across all
arriving aircrafts, of their initial approach velocity and final approach velocity. The fleet
mix of heavy-, medium-, and light-weight aircrafts arriving in each time period and their
sequence of arrivals is determined from what actually occurred in each time period.

The minimum separation distances under SDA and CDA assumptions, dSDA and dCDA,
respectively, were chosen based on ICAO’s wake turbulence application [36] and matrix
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model to calculate the separation distance between a mix of aircrafts proposed in [35]
in each time period. As mentioned previously, these distances vary based on the wake
turbulence categories of the leading and trailing aircrafts and, thus, depend on the fleet
mix in each time period. Furthermore, the values of dSDA and dCDA are identical when the
leading and trailing aircrafts have the same weight class and differ otherwise.

Figure 7 shows the values of the aircraft arrival rate, λss, over time for BNA.
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Consistent with Equation (17), we calculated the number of aircrafts that can fit in the
stacking space if CDA is used, kCDA, and the number of aircraft that can fit in the stacking
space if SDA is used, kSDA, as follows:

kCDA = Sp/dCDA (23)

kSDA = Sp/dSDA (24)

Those values of kCDA and kSDA for BNA are shown in Figure 8. This figure may be
provided as systematic output for the air traffic controllers, thus enabling them to know
the bounds on the maximum number of aircrafts that may be permitted within the stacking
space for each descent method. Because the minimum separation distances for CDA are
longer than with SDA, the value of kCDA is always lower than kSDA, while the difference
between the two varies due to the varying fleet mix and arrival sequences in each period.

Using Equation (18) to determine Tdes, we determined the service rate, µCDA and µSDA,
under the CDA and SDA conditions in the following manner, using a calculation similar to
Equation (19), described earlier:

µCDA = kCDA/TdesCDA (25)

µSDA = kSDA/TdesSDA (26)

Because CDA requires greater minimum separation distances between aircrafts than
SDA, this reduces the rate at which CDA arrivals can be processed through the stacking
space and, thus, results in µCDA being lower than µSDA.
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Using the above parameters and Equation (22), we calculated the values of the proba-
bilities of blocking, PkCDA and PkSDA, for CDA and SDA, respectively, and show the results
in Figure 9.
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Observe in Figure 9 that the probability of CDA blocking (i.e., CDA requests being
denied), PkCDA, is consistently less than the probability of an SDA request requiring the
aircraft to enter the holding pattern, PkSDA. By looking at graphs such as Figure 9, the
air traffic controller can see those periods of time when the vast majority of aircrafts will
be able to use CDA, i.e., when the probability of CDA blocking, PkCDA, is sufficiently
low. For example, except for the late afternoon periods between 15:00 to 15:15 and from
15:30 to 16:45, there is less than one percent probability of CDA blocking. Aside from
those late afternoon exceptions, the other time periods would be favorable for permitting
CDA arrivals for all (or nearly all) arriving aircrafts. Even during the late afternoon time
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periods, the probability of CDA blocking is low enough that the air traffic controller may
be able to permit many of the aircrafts to land using CDA. Different air traffic controllers
will have different probabilities at which they will be comfortable with using CDA. Their
thresholds in such decision-making may change over time as they gain experience using the
model. Overall, the information should be helpful to the air traffic controllers by focusing
their attention on those opportunities to increase the use of CDA and thus lead to more
sustainable air transportation operations.

After deciding on the periods of time when CDA may be used for all (or nearly all)
arriving aircrafts, knowing the bounds on the number of aircrafts that may fit safely in the
stacking space, kCDA and kSDA, as shown in Figure 8, may help the air traffic controller to
decide on an aircraft-by-aircraft basis whether to admit a particular aircraft’s descent using
CDA. For instance, if an aircraft arrives during a period of time when the controller plans
on permitting CDA and when the actual number of aircrafts within the stacking space
upon a particular aircraft’s arrival at the TMA is less than kCDA, then the controller knows it
is likely fine to accept that particular aircraft’s request to use CDA, and otherwise, it is not.

7. Conclusions

Based on the analysis of the parameters that govern CDA implementation during
high traffic levels, such as the terminal maneuvering area (TMA) and the size of stacking
space to arrange aircraft arrivals, an analytical model has been developed that aims at
addressing the accommodation of more CDA operations than is presently done. Our
analysis shows that the parameters that have significant impacts on CDA usage include
airport arrival rate, capacity of the stacking space, and the minimum separation distance
between aircraft arrivals. Although CDA usage is also affected by other parameters, such
as wind speed, types of arriving aircrafts, and traffic levels at contiguous airports, we were
able to capture the underlying relationship between these parameters and CDA usage,
potentially helping air traffic controllers to decide on whether to adopt more CDA more
often and using more quantitative information. In particular, we calculated the probability
that an aircraft arriving within a brief period of time (say 15 or 30 min) would be denied
CDA as a function of airport conditions. This may enable controllers to identify those
periods of time when CDA should be anticipated, in other words, when the controller
should plan on permitting CDA. This may lead to an increased use of CDA and, thus, result
in lower noise, fuel consumption, and pollution. Furthermore, we established bounds for
the maximum number of CDA descending aircrafts would fit within the stacking space,
providing insight to the controllers on whether to permit a particular aircraft to use CDA or
not. Finally, we illustrated our model using actual data from flights operated at Nashville
International Airport (BNA).

Future research opportunities include better support for air traffic controllers in ana-
lytically determining which arriving aircraft may be able to use CDA for a portion of their
descent and when they should switch from SDA to CDA and vice versa. Another research
possibility would be to analytically identify opportunities to put arriving aircrafts into a
holding pattern for a short while if so doing would be result in it being able to use CDA
after holding. Calculations could be performed to identify whether the additional fuel
burned from holding (or adjustments to en route speed) would be more than compensated
by the saved fuel from using CDA. In addition to the work presented in this paper, these
research opportunities and others should be explored to improve aviation green operations
and ensure air transportation sustainability.
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